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Executive Summary
As it is located along a key road and public transport corridor, Burley should make a contribution towards meeting the District’s needs for housing and
employment. Indeed, the Parish Council maintain that proposals for housing development on sites within the settlement boundary for Burley village will be
supported when they would not result in the loss of an open space identified as being important to the community (source: Burley Neighbourhood Plan Policy
BW4 p15)
The Parish Council are not opposed to more new homes in the village and indeed fully supported the planning application for several new housing
developments such as new homes at Greenholme Mills (149 homes), but the proposal for 500 homes at Sun Lane poses some significant challenges,
specifically:

A Burley-in-Wharfedale as a Growth Area:
i)
ii)

The planning authority contravene the definition of a growth area since there is little by way of existing employment in Burley-in-Wharfedale, and no new
employment or external economic activity being planned for this area
Given recent residential developments, the number of homes the village is capable of supporting without significant improvements in infrastructure, is at
its upper limit. As a result, the Parish Council would maintain the village has been wrongly identified as a local growth centre

B Core Strategy:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

BDMC has not yet revised the housing allocations numbers following the ONC paper on projected population growth
The Strategic Housing Allocations Plan is not complete
The proposed development does not meet the requirements of the NPPF in promoting both housing and economic growth
The submission fails to specify housing densities when the following specific variables are taken into consideration: land for a school, land for a nursing
home, land to preserve the Roman Fort, land for the Wharfedale greenway link to Ilkley, allocation of land for A65 improvements, exclusion area around
the sewer.
v) In determining the Bradford Strategic Housing Market Assessment, comparisons must be drawn to Leeds City Council who has revised down their housing
targets, lowering their projections of new homes needed in the city over the next decade by 30%. The Parish Council consider it unlikely that BDMC housing
growth would be out of sync with Bradford, since the Bradford economy is in decline. If Leeds Council’s 30% reduction in housing numbers were applied to
Burley, this would reduce the proposed growth for the village down from 700 to 490, of which 218 have been built
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C Green Belt
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

The Neighbourhood Plan considered the position with regards to development proposals outside the settlement boundary, which clearly need to satisfy
national and local policies relating to development within the Green Belt. The Neighbourhood Plan supports such proposals where feasible and
appropriate
The Parish Council consider that this particular development is inappropriate in the Green Belt and detrimental impact (transport in particular) will be
caused and very special circumstances do not exist
The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to protect a green corridor from the moorland to the river
No comparative review of sites within the greenbelt exists. A review of each site in isolation is not sufficient in this instance
The development as submitted is not in the best interests of the village and fails to address those elements of concern raised at the Neighbourhood Plan
consultation, specifically that development be distributed across the village and not in an isolated self-contained village on the outskirts of Burley, nothing
has been proposed to overcome parking issues towards the west of the village and there is no significant green open space at the west of the village
Refusal to develop within this Green Belt land has been upheld on several occasions in the past by BMDC. Most recently in 2015, in order to protect the
natural green corridor zone, a planning application for a proposed paint ball facility was refused for a site in Catton Wood (14/03567/FUL). The planning
inspector concluded that the proposal in the Green Belt would be detrimental to the character and appearance of the countryside

D Proposed School
i)

ii)

Until the responsible authority demonstrates it has the funding and commitment to purchase land and build a school, the site cannot be classed as having
‘exceptional circumstances’, because
 The exceptional circumstances don’t arise until the commitment to build is there
 There is no exceptional demand for additional primary school places
Since existing primary schools have land available for expansion, this should be investigated first before building on the Green Belt. Neighbourhood Plan
public consultations demonstrated that public opinion seems satisfied with the current provision for primary schools.

E Site Curtilage
i)

During the planning application process the size of the proposed site has steadily grown. The gradual expansion of the site curtilage indicates an element
of opportunistic development and there is a significant concern that once started, the development will expand way beyond current projections.
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F Economic Benefits
Public authorities should have regard to economic, social and environmental well-being in connection with public services contracts; and for connected
purposes. There are no economic benefits that are specific to this site. To expand the settlement without providing any inward structure to increase
employment only serve to expand the dormitory nature of the village and increase its carbon footprint of individuals travelling to work
ii) There is a declining need to provide housing in order to accommodate employment levels in Bradford and that any housing required to support
employment is more likely to be taken up by those working in Leeds. Consequently additional development planned for Burley as a Bradford local growth
centre will impact Leeds City Council more than Bradford MDC
iii) Rush hour trains from the Wharfe Valley into Bradford are generally only a third full whereas those into Leeds are full from around 7.30. This suggests that the
properties in the Wharfe Valley are largely used by commuters into Leeds rather than Bradford, so doing little for the desperately needed economic
regeneration of inner Bradford
i)

G Neighbourhood Plan
i)

Whilst the Parish Council wants to plan for more new homes and jobs, we also want to protect open spaces and preserve the natural and built heritage of
the area.
ii) The vision for Burley is to ensure that the village continues to feel focused around a village centre and avoids sprawl along the main commuter routes to
Menston, Otley or Ilkley. This means that new housing should be well integrated into the village, avoiding a single large development that is perceived as a
separate place. This will ensure that residents in the new homes feel integrated with the existing community. Living as part of a community implies at least a
level of interaction with the rest of the village which a dispersed housing development across a range of sites would help achieve
iii) This planning application could be considered an opportunistic development since some submitted documents resemble a ‘cut and paste’ submission
from other applications. This is an exploratory planning application by a developer hoping to find a weakness in the system
iv) No detail is included in the submission on elements which affect the existing structure of the welfare of the village (such as the doctors surgery) by the
adoption of a single large site

H Transport
i)

The Parish Council fully understands that whilst the village will grow, this must be proportionate to its infrastructure, and associated commitments to improve
transport infrastructure. This single development of 500 homes accounts for 20% of the 2,500 homes proposed by Bradford in Wharfedale yet there has
been no cumulative assessment of highway congestion / safety / air quality along the main routes into Leeds and Bradford. Such an assessment needs to
be conducted
ii) The transport links along the A65 and A660 will be impacted since the commute into Leeds will put further pressure on the air quality along its main routes
iii) The additional development planned for the Wharfe Valley will impact Leeds City Council more than Bradford. The transport links along the A65 and A660
will be impacted since the commute into Leeds will put further pressure on the air quality along its main routes. Further the delay in expanding Leeds City
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station will only add to the pressure on vehicle traffic. Hence while BDMC may gain financially, it will be at the infrastructure expense of other regional
authorities
iv) 17% of journeys to work are made by rail. As in many commuter communities, station car parking is also an ongoing challenge since the car park is
frequently full by 7.30am each weekday, resulting in car parking on the narrow roads close by. Given the distance between the proposed development
and Burley railway station significant occupiers of the new properties are likely to drive to the station. The proposed developer has offered a financial
contribution to local bus services (used by 2% of commuters). Of greater benefit would be improvements to station parking (used by 17% of commuters)

I Homes already approved
i)

The analysis of alternative site indicates that a new site offering 500 new homes is not required to deliver to the BDMC target of least 700 new homes. As
part of the core strategy target of delivering new homes, BDMC and Burley Parish Council have already approved the development of some 218 new
homes in the village. Without the proposed development, Burley would expect to increase its housing numbers to around 263 in the period up to 2030

J Planning & Appeals Committee – 14th May 2018
ii) The proposed infrastructure improvement has been produced without consultation or input from the Parish Council
iii) The revenue raised from this proposal seeks to invest funds across the Bradford district and in so doing ignores the requirement for substantial infrastructure
investment needed to support homes in this location
iv) The proposed development makes little or no infrastructure development within the village

K Wharfedale Greenway
i)

ii)

The Parish Council have been in partnership since 2013 with Pool, Menston and Otley Parish Councils, plus Bradford and Leeds District Councils to develop
a Wharfedale Greenway from Pool to Burley, with plans later on to extend to Ilkley and Addingham. The communities in these villages do not want to see
the scheme blocked by a new development and would seek undertakings from CEG to make the Greenway an integral part of the local eco-friendly
connecting infrastructure
The proposed development ignores the ongoing effort to bring this major green infrastructure investment to fruition, land should be made available in
order to facilitate Burley / Ilkley access. The communities in these villages do not want to see the scheme blocked by a new development and would seek
undertakings from CEG to make the Greenway an integral part of the local eco-friendly connecting infrastructure
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L Roman Encampment
i)
ii)

It is the opinion of the Parish Council that this whole area has not been treated with any sympathy but purely used to maximise development.
It cannot be the case that development with associated underground sewerage pipes, services etc. can be of benefit to an insufficiently documented
archaeological site. Previous excavations at similar sites like this at Kintore in Aberdeenshire also initially found little evidence for camp purpose during initial
trenching, but on more detailed excavation rubbish pits, hearths and kilns were discovered allowing valuable insights into the human activity of the area
under Roman occupation. Development on this site would be loss of knowledge and education

M Nursing Home
i)

Since BMDC refused to accept a similar proposal at the Greenholme Mill conversion we do not consider this a feasible proposal. Nursing home facilities
elsewhere in the village are well catered for.

N Village Car Parking Strategy
i)

Car parking is a major issue in the village. Following the approval of the Neighbourhood Plan, the Parish Council is developing a long term strategy for
wider public consultation. Specifically proposed parking within the boundaries of the proposed development is needed to ease congestion along the
western end of Ilkley Road / West Terrance where the existing car park is at capacity. This will overcome some of the problem brought about by increased
development

O A65 Improvement
i)

No consideration has been given to the possible improvement and realignment of the A65, following the proposals made by the Department of Transport
(22nd April 1991). The anticipated volume from proposed development in Addingham, Ilkley, Burley, Menston and generally along the A65 corridor requires
that this opportunity to improve this section of road is not lost
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P Public Open Space
i)

There is a shortage of public open space to the West of the village. The proposed public open space contained within the planning submission is
insufficient to meet the needs of a community the size of Burley, and reflects another example of the lack of green infrastructure
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1. Introduction
There are key links between longer term economic prosperity,
environmental quality, local identity and housing needs. At its
heart, Burley Parish Council wishes to manage growth in a
sustainable way, in balancing the overall, scale, distribution and
phasing of development so that additional housing doesn’t
outpace other key requirements.
Since Burley located along a key road and public transport
corridor, it should make a contribution towards meeting the
District’s needs for housing and employment
The Parish Council are not opposed to more new homes in the
village and indeed fully supported the several recent planning
applications for new homes including a large development at
Greenholme Mills, but the proposal for 500 homes at Sun Lane
poses some significant challenges and green belt considerations
It’s the Parish Council position that proposals for housing
development on sites within the settlement boundary for Burley
village will be supported when they would not result in the loss of
an open space identified as being important to the community
(source: Burley Neighbourhood Plan Policy BW4, p15)

Map 1 – Burley Neighbourhood Plan Area
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2. Misalignment with the Burley Neighbourhood Plan
The Burley Neighbourhood Plan was adopted following approval at a referendum in May 2018. The Plan doesn’t comment specifically on individual sites but
acknowledges that as a result of the adoption of the Core Strategy there will need to be some green belt boundary changes. Policies are contained within
the Plan that relate to housing mix and design together with views and mitigation of any adverse impacts.
Whilst the Parish Council want to plan for more new homes and jobs, we also want to protect open spaces and preserve the natural and built heritage of the
area. Although redevelopment may be acceptable on some sites with the village, the neighbourhood plan does not want to see the loss of the things that
make the village special, such as key open spaces. This means that, beyond the village, any significant new development would have to be in the Green Belt.
The actual location of new sites within the Green Belt rests with Bradford Council through the undertaking of a Green Belt review as part of their work on the
Allocations DPD. BDMC specifically directed Burley Parish Council to avoid referring to specific housing numbers or location as part of its Neighbourhood Plan
Even though the neighbourhood plan does not have site allocations, its policies allow for some development and acknowledge the need for affordable
housing in the village (Policy BW6 – Provision of Affordable Housing)
Whilst the Neighbourhood Plan cannot review the Green Belt boundary it seeks to promote well planned development which adds to a structured environment
and improves the social cohesion of the village.
In preparing of the Neighbourhood Plan two major public engagement events were held along with the collection of data from local organisations and
individuals. Data and information has been gathered from several local organisations such as the Burley Community Trust, Burley and District Chamber of
Trade, Wharfedale Greenway, Burley Community Council, Greenholme Mills Developments, landowners and developers and BMDC. Following the collection
of data from local organisations and focus groups, individuals, voluntary and charity groups, a two-day public engagement was held on 7th and 8th March
2014 complemented by an exhibition that was held in the library during the following week. Over 500 people attended the exhibition and over 400 written
comments were received. The Neighbourhood Plan has taken into account all the comments from these consultation exercises, including the 400 plus written
responses.
A second public consultation exercise was held on Saturday 11th October 2014, with over 400 attending and returning 170 in-depth questionnaires. This
consultation event reinforced the majority view from previous consultation activity that:
 The countryside separating Burley from other settlements is an essential characteristic of the Parish
 People feel there is an overall balance of population and facilities
 Building styles, the conservation area and overall settlement size are seen as essential characteristics
 No large-scale developments which would distort the existing balance of existing life
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2.1

Avoidance of a single large development

The vision for Burley is to ensure that the village continues to feel focused around a village centre and avoids sprawl along the main commuter routes to
Menston, Otley or Ilkley. This means that new housing should be well integrated into the village, avoiding a single large development that is perceived as a
separate place. This will ensure that residents in the new homes feel integrated with the existing community. Fostering a community spirit is important to the
Parish Council
The Parish Council specifically wants to avoid a homogenous and lifeless ‘dormitory’ estate where homes are clustered together as a self-contained village. In
effect this isolates the community living there who don’t feel a sense of belonging or community cohesion beyond the immediate estate of similar looking
houses. Building new houses is one thing, but it is the sense of belonging to the wider Burley-in-Wharfedale community that makes the home special. In
practice this means the ability to walk to schools, shops and social meeting places, such as pubs. This not only comes from picking a suitable location for a
development in the first place but also adding infrastructure to create easily walkable communities. This can be achieved by creating multiple dispersed
developments closer to the village centre
The importance and positive outcomes of communities are key to alleviating loneliness and depression, while also helping to promote relationships and
general well-being. The Parish Council encourages the Planning Inquiry therefore to think very carefully about how their actions and policies contribute toward
building a better community in Burley, and not self-contained village on the outskirts of Burley
Dispersing new housing development across a range of sites will help to ensure that these sites are of a size that avoids dominating the local area. (source:
s4.25 Burley Neighbourhood Plan p37). Living as part of a community implies at least a level of interaction with the rest of the village which a dispersed housing
development across a range of sites would help achieve
In the second Neighbourhood Plan public consultation exercise the majority view was that there should be no large-scale developments which would distort
the existing balance of existing life (source: Burley Neighbourhood Plan p37 s4.25)
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Section Two – Building Development
In your opinion where would you like to see any development taking place?
Not
suitable at
all

Highly
suitable

Site name

1

2

3

4

5

Land off Sun Lane

43

26

26

21

21

Moor Lane Centre

13

11

22

29

52

Hag Farm Road

54

22

31

17

17

Land off Weston View

36

18

40

9

10

Greenholme Mills

3

2

13

24

105

Malt Shovel Inn

6

4

12

18

84

Scalebor House

12

7

21

31

61

Burley House

15

9

21

21

66

Land off Otley Old Road

47

19

22

22

26

Not
Suitable

Highly
Suitable

50%
19%
54%
48%
3%
8%
14%
18%
49%

31%
64%
24%
17%
88%
82%
70%
66%
35%

The findings of the consultation demonstrated strong feeling towards the use of brown field sites, less so where greenfield site development required

2.2

Questionable need for an additional Primary school

Section Five - Education
How well do you think the village is served with
Don’t know Poor

Primary school
Child places available

Satisfactory Good

Very Good

1

2

3

4

5

23

22

41

23

10

Poor #

Good /
Very Good

23%

28%
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In the second Neighbourhood Plan public consultation exercise opinion seems satisfied with the provision of primary school places. However in the last year
only 10 children didn’t get places at a village primary school, so building a new school seems excessive. Since existing primary schools have land available for
expansion, this should be investigated first before building on the Green Belt.

The developer proposes to supply the land for a nominal sum, with a conditional transfer clause ‘if the school is not built in 10 years the land refers back to the
owner’. Until BDMC demonstrates it has the funding and commitment to purchase land to build a school, the site cannot be classed as having ‘exceptional
circumstances’, because
 the exceptional circumstances don’t arise until the commitment to build is there
 there is no exceptional demand for additional primary school places
 CBMDC does not have the power to build a new school. Instead BDMC will seek to establish a Primary School Delivery Partnership whose remit and
terms of reference will be to seek to deliver the new school “at an appropriate time” (Source: BMDC Regulatory and Appeals Committee 14 May 2018)
The Parish Council is aware that both state primary schools have land for expansion should it required, and this is the appropriate way to deal with any future
growth in primary education. It would preferable expand the existing schools and not increase sprawl into the Green Belt.
Until expansion of existing facilities has been fully examined and BDMC make an irrevocable commitment to have a
school built within 10 years (since the decision to build on Green Bely will be equally irrevocable)
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3 Core Strategy
BDMC’s Executive Board in July 2018 committed to a partial review of its Core Strategy and to align further preparation of its Land Allocations DPD with the
review. The suggested timetable is for Publication Draft in January 2020 with adoption by December 2021. Therefore the development should be considered in
the context of updated housing need figures rather than the currently adopted Core Strategy
Specifically the proposed development seeks to take advantage on the misclassification of Burley as a Growth Centre, and a pending Strategic Housing
Market Assessment

Map 2 – Bradford Core Strategy Area
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3.1

Local Growth Centre

During the process of producing the Core Strategy document, CEG challenged Bradford Council’s interpretation of
the Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) as it applied to this part of Wharfedale. As a result, the status of Burley
changed suddenly from a ‘Local Service Centre’ to a ‘Local Growth Centre’. The housing allocation changed
significantly from 200 dwellings to 700 dwellings. The original proposal of 200 dwellings was accepted by Burley
Parish Council as a target that could be met without encroaching onto the Green Belt.
The Proposed Main Modifications to Strategic Core Policy 4 (SC4) of the Bradford Core Strategy (November 2015)
identify Burley-in-Wharfedale as a Local Growth Centre on the basis that it is a sustainable local centre which is
accessible to higher order settlements such as Bradford, Keighley and Ilkley.
A “Growth Centre” in the terms of the statute is one that “produces sustainable economic and social growth”.
BDMC and the Planning Inquiry need to think carefully about how to join up new housing provision and new
infrastructure and how this contributes toward creating and strengthening communities in the Wharfe Valley, and
avoid creating dormitory self-contained settlements for commuting into Leeds.
As explained below, the proposed housing development fails to deliver the economic growth or benefits that is
required from a growth centre

3.1.1 Economic Growth
The Public Services (Social Value) Act of 2012 requires ‘public authorities to have regard to economic, social and environmental well-being in connection with
public services contracts; and for connected purposes.’ This means that all public bodies must consider how the services they commission and procure might
improve the economic, social and environmental well-being of the surrounding community. Private homebuilders perform a similar role and given that
providing homes is a fundamental function. These considerations also ought to apply to any body, public or private, that provides housing and by so doing it
places the welfare of the community at the heart of any planning decisions.
Ensuring the development and growth of an area requires more than just bricks and mortar; but also the infrastructure, jobs and economic stimulus to create
communities. Burley-in-Wharfedale produces minimal any economic growth and there are few employment opportunities in the village. To expand the
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settlement without providing any inward structure to increase employment only serve to expand the dormitory nature of the village and increase its carbon
footprint
Local employment opportunities have not grown in the same way that new housing has grown in the area. In some instances, manufacturing local
employment has declined significantly. As a result, local employment opportunities are limited and 80% of businesses in Burley have fewer than 4 employees.
The largest employers in Burley are the primary schools and the village Co-op. The lack of employment opportunities is a recognised issue for the Parish Council
and the Parish Council would like to see inward investment into the local economy to in order to maintain the village’s future as a sustainable and thriving
settlement
As Figure 1 illustrates, most of the working population commute to Leeds and Bradford to work, with only 7% of the population travelling locally. During the
Neighbourhood Planning Consultation event in October 2014, the average distance to work was recorded as being 19 miles. Figure 1 shows this is mirrored in
the 2011 Census (source: Burley Neighbourhood Plan p15)
Despite Burley’s good rail connections only 17% of journeys
to work are made by rail (source: Burley Neighbourhood
Plan p16)
Other local growth centres identified by Bradford (Steeton,
Silsden, Menston, Thornton, Queensbury) have a range of
varied employment opportunities: from traditional textile
industries and supporting businesses to more modern
technical and general manufacturing. Burley’s largest
employers are the two primary schools and the local CoOp store. The Bradford Core Strategy does not seek to
correct position
Changes in Total Workforce Jobs, 2005 – 2015 saw a
reduction of 1,640 jobs for Bradford and an increase for
Leeds of 14,600 (Source: Table D1.1 Appendix D1 Economic
and Labour Market Factors of the CEG planning
submission).

Figure 1 – Distance Travelled to Work (2011 Census)
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In 2015 Bradford employment levels stood at 64.9% while the corresponding figure for Leeds was 73.1% (Source: Table D1.9 Appendix D1 Economic and Labour
Market Factors of the CEG planning submission). This suggests there is a declining need to provide housing in order to accommodate employment levels in
Bradford and that any housing required to support employment is more likely to be taken up by those working in Leeds. Consequently additional development
planned for Burley as a Bradford local growth centre will impact Leeds City Council more than Bradford MDC. Notably The transport links along the A65 and
A660 will be impacted since the commute into Leeds will put further pressure on the air quality along main routes into Leeds, and increase the carbon footprint
disproportionately. Further, the delay in expanding Leeds City station will only add to the pressure on vehicle traffic. Hence while BDMC may gain financially, it
will be at the infrastructure expense of other regional authorities

3.1.2 Misrepresented Economic Benefits
Contrary to CEG’s public statements, there are no economic benefits to the development of this site.
Direct Employment: Only construction / civil engineering jobs would be created, these would be temporary over the period of the build and would not
produce any local employment. Similarly any associated jobs in the supply chain would be to the benefits of companies and individuals outside of the village.
Council Tax Revenue: Income from council tax exists wherever development is undertaken and is not specific to this site. There is no added benefit to Burley or
the Wharfe Valley from Council Tax Revenue.
New Homes Bonus Payment: This applies to any increased housing numbers and does not produce any direct improvement to Burley or the Wharfe Valley, and
cannot be used as an argument to substantiate development in the Green Belt.
Economic Output: An anticipated additional GVA from direct and indirect jobs does not produce any net gain in economic benefit directly to Burley or the
Wharfe Valley. If an attempt to support this statement was to be fully investigated the resultant findings would produce data that:



produced employment and growth outside of the area
any houses created would only be an extension to a dormitory area and thus increase the carbon footprint of individuals travelling to work

Therefore the stated economic benefits by CEG do not form the basis of a scheme which erodes the Green Belt in such an extensive manner
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3.1.3 Historic Population Growth
Given the location of Burley in the Wharfe Valley and
the desire to live here, the historic expansion has been
disproportionately large compare to other growth
centres. Indeed the population more than doubled
from 1971 (2,925) to 7,041 in 2011 (see Figure 2). This
increase was in line with two significant periods of
expansion 1981 to 1991, when the population rose by
71%; and 2001 to 2011 when the population rose by
over 20%. The current estimated population is 8,300
which represents a further 17.8% rise on the most recent
census
Since BDMC have already maximized the number of
residential homes the village is capable of supporting,
without significant improvements in infrastructure, the
Parish Council would maintain it has been wrongly
identified as a local growth centre
Land availability in this application and housing
densities appear deliberately vague. The details
require re-visiting in order to accurately assess numbers
and the area under consideration to prevent unnecessary sprawl

Figure 2 – Burley Parish Population Growth, 1971-2019
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3.2 Bradford Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)
Since the Bradford Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) has not yet been formalised the following key information needs to be complied in order to
make a decision on a housing development of this size:








A review of existing (secondary) demographic, social and economic data
A new household survey of households across the District
Wide ranging stakeholder engagement
A Local Housing Need Assessment
An assessment of affordable housing need
An analysis of housing needs and mix of different groups in the community
Population Growth and projections based on local data

No safe decision can be made on the release of Green Belt land until this data is available. The anticipated release of SHMA is July 2019.
No detail is included in the submission on elements which affect the existing structure of the welfare of the village (such as the doctors surgery) by the
adoption of a single large site

3.3 Lower than Projected Housing Growth
In determining the Bradford Strategic Housing Market Assessment, comparisons must be drawn to Leeds City Council who has revised down their housing
targets, lowering their projections of new homes needed in the city over the next decade by 30%. The authority had originally predicted that 66,000 new
homes would have to be built in Leeds in the period 2012- 2028, which was backed up by an independent Government inspector who surveyed their numbers.
However, after a major review was conducted the numbers were reduced to 46,352 homes between 2017 and 2033. Like Bradford, the Leeds housing figures
set out in the Core Strategy were based on evidence at the time. Leeds Council has since reviewed the latest information and population evidence which
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points to lower and slower growth than was originally forecast. As a result of this change, there have been a number of alterations to Leeds Council's Site
Allocations Plan (SAP), including the withdrawal of thousands of homes on green belt.
The Parish Council consider it unlikely that BDMC housing growth would be out of sync with Bradford, since the Bradford economy is in decline (see Section
3.1.1. above) and fear that BDMC’s projections are out of date and about to demand unnecessary development in the Green Belt. If Leeds Council’s 30%
reduction in housing numbers were applied to Burley, this would reduce the proposed growth for the village down from 700 to 490, of which 218 have been
built (see section 6 – Current Housing Growth). Hence the maximum number of homes required for this site would be no more than 272.
The Parish Council would invite the Planning Inspector to validate the evidence that underpins BDMCs housing growth requirement
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4 Green Belt
Burley in Wharfedale is surrounded by Green Belt land. The Parish Council recognize that in order to meet the BDMC Core Strategy of 700 new homes
development will need to take place within the Green Belt. The Parish Council consider that this particular development is inappropriate in the Green Belt and
detrimental impact (transport in particular) will be caused and very special circumstances do not exist.

4.1 Development outside the settlement boundary
The approved Neighbourhood Plan specifically considered development outside the settlement boundary and the impact on the local landscape
This site lies directly between the South Pennine Moors SSSI, SPA/SAC and the Nidderdale AONB. This is important because the green corridor which lies within
the Burley parish plays an important part in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment in conjunction with green space within Ilkley Town’s parish. This
corridor is seen as a major link between Nidderdale AONB and Ilkley Moor (South Pennine Moor SSSI) and acts as a natural corridor for flora and fauna. The
maintenance of this green corridor is of major importance to maintain the open fields studded with mature tree which is an intrinsic part of the local natural
scenery.
The Burley in Wharfedale Sun Lane Nature Reserve lies in the centre of this green corridor and forms and integral part of the diverse flora or the area. To ignore
this without significant protection destroys years of work to improve the biodiversity of the area.
The Neighbourhood Plan considered the position with regards to development proposals outside the settlement boundary, which clearly need to satisfy
national and local policies relating to development within the Green Belt. The Neighbourhood Plan supports such proposals where feasible and appropriate.
Specifically where proposals:






Do not have an adverse impact on the cultural, ecological and archaeological importance of key features of Wharfedale
Protect moorland habitats
Protect and enhance the role of the River Wharfe for green infrastructure (see also Policy BW15)
Preserve field patterns, tree cover and the wider landscape of the Wharfedale Valley and the hills and moorland that surround the area
Do not have a significant adverse impact on natural built heritage assets

Despite discussions between the Parish Council and CEG this proposal for 500 homes does not include:
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Provision of adequate buffer zone between development and the village nature reserve
Provision of link footpath through the site connecting Leather Bank and Sun Lane
Hydraulic calculations to support the idyllic environment suggested by CEG publicity material. The existing stream run off is not continuous and is only
an ‘issue’ from land drainage from a redundant local authority tip. The Parish Council are advised that road and roof run off would not produce a
continuous supply of water to produce suggested content of water course. This is another indication that the submission proposals are an attempt to
sell the scheme through the selective use of facts

It is the Parish Council’s view that:




No intrusion into the Green Belt should be approved
without a full comparative Green Belt review of all
possible development sites in the BDMC area. A site by
site review does not provide valid evidence to warrant
the loss of an irreplaceable asset.
Development of this site of the proposed size produces
unrestricted sprawl and erodes the green space
between adjacent settlements because of the natural
contour of the valley. At this location development
would destroy the long distance views of the rising
landscape up to Ilkley Moor.

During discussions between the Parish Council and CEG based
upon (Map 1) SHLAA identified site it was suggested that residual
land, owned by the developer’s client, was made available for
purchase by the Parish Council to form a green corridor from the
moorland to the river. No response has been produced to this
suggestion which would probably indicate a longer vision for this
development to extend well beyond the current site at some
stage in the future.
Map 3 – Plan indicating green corridor
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4.2

Previous Planning Decisions

Refusal to develop within this green corridor has been upheld on several occasions in the past by BMDC. Most recently in 2015, in order to protect the natural
green corridor zone, a planning application for a proposed paint ball facility was refused for a site in Catton Wood (14/03567/FUL | Change of use of Catton
Woods from agricultural to use a paintballing leisure facility)(Appendix B). This decision by Bradford was subsequently appealed, and in October 2015 the
decision was upheld by an independent planning inspector appointed by the
Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
As with the current proposal for development within the Green Belt, the main
issues in the appeal were:



The effect on the character and appearance of the area including its
effect on protected trees; and
The effect of the proposed development on biodiversity interests.

The planning inspector concluded that the proposal in the Green Belt would be
detrimental to the character and appearance of the countryside, and be
detrimental to the woodland subject to a TPO which contributes significantly to
the visual amenities of the area. He noted that the proposal was contrary to
policies NE3, NE3A, NE4, NE5 and D1 of the RUDP.
The second reason for refusal referred to harm to nature conservation interests in
the woodland, including direct disturbance to ground flora, a reduction in
botanical diversity and further limitations on the regeneration of ground flora
and trees. Policy NE10 of the RUDP seeks to ensure the protection of ecological
features. The National Planning Policy Framework seeks to conserve and
enhance biodiversity, and states if significant harm cannot be avoided then
planning permission should be refused.

Map 4 – Previously approved dispersed development around
a village centre
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4.3

Detrimental Impact - Transport

The Parish Council accepts that whilst the village will grow, this must be proportionate to its infrastructure, and associated commitments to
improve transport infrastructure
Some 60% of journeys to work use the car (see Figure 3). Therefore, given the frequency of travel and the preferred mode of travel, any new development in
Burley will need to be considered in terms of the road infrastructure both within the Wharfe valley, and also along the main commuting routes to Leeds and
Bradford.
This single development of 500 homes accounts for 20%
of the 2,500 homes proposed by Bradford. Given the
cumulative Wharfe Valley development planned for
Addingham, Ilkley, Burley and Menston, there has been
no cumulative assessment of highway congestion /
safety / air quality along the main routes into Leeds and
Bradford. Such an assessment needs to be conducted.

Figure 3 - Mode of Travel to Work (2011 Census)
(source: s2.3 Burley Neighbourhood Plan p17)
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The additional development planned for the Wharfe Valley will impact Leeds City Council more than Bradford. The transport links along the A65 and A660 will
be impacted since the commute into Leeds will put further pressure on the air quality along its main routes. Further the delay in expanding Leeds City station
will only add to the pressure on vehicle traffic. Hence while BDMC may gain financially, it will be at the infrastructure expense of other regional authorities
Historic traffic modes in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries shaped the main roads within Burley, and although Main Street and Station Road are
reasonably wide by modern standards, there are many narrower roads leading off in a grid-like format which now present parking and congestion problems
within the village. Despite Burley’s good rail connections only 17% of journeys to work are made by rail. As in many commuter communities, station car parking
is also an ongoing challenge since the car park is frequently full by 7.30am each weekday, resulting in car parking on the narrow roads close by. Given the
distance between the proposed development and Burley railway station significant occupiers of the new properties are likely to drive to the station. The
proposed developer has offered a financial contribution to local bus services (used by 2% of commuters). Of greater benefit would be improvements to station
parking (used by 17% of commuters)
Rush hour trains from the Wharfe Valley into Bradford are generally only a third full whereas those into Leeds are full from around 7.30. This suggests that the
properties in the Wharfe Valley are largely used by commuters into Leeds rather than Bradford, so doing little for the desperately needed economic
regeneration of inner Bradford

4.4

Promises for traffic improvement

BDMC and CEG proposals for traffic improvement activities have been done without consultation with the Parish Council. In deferring the decision deferred to
the Secretary of State, the BMDC Regulatory and Appeals Committee (14 May 2018) draws attention to specific promises for traffic improvement
 £40,000 to implement improvements to the A65 Coutances Way / Wheatley Land Junction; taking the form of the installation of Microprocessor
Optimised Vehicle Actuation (MOVA) within the traffic signals. This sum to be payable on occupation of the 401st unit.
 £320,000 towards an scheme of wider improvements to the Buckle Lane / Bingley Road Junction (outside of Burley) as shown on Plan 13-215-TR-024.
This sum payable on occupation of the 301st unit.
The Parish Council note therefore that implicit in the planning application is a period of congestion during which time traffic improvements will be made and
have concerns that if the site occupation stalls part way through, these promises for traffic improvement will not be delivered.
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5 Site Curtilage
During the planning application process the size of the proposed site has steadily grown. The following maps show how the site has expanded and there is a
significant concern that once started, the development will expand way beyond current projections.

Map 5 – SHLAA registered site identification
Since the original SHLAA documents were produced
and potential development sites identified Site
BU/001 was contained along the line of existing
development (Black Bull Farm).
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Map 6 – Extract from CEG Land West of Burley
‘Our Vision’ (2014)
This indicates a substantial increase in site size
(hatched pink) enveloping Black Bull Farm with
substantial intrusion into the Green Belt.
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Map37 (Sept
– Extract
from CEG Environment Statement
Map
2016)
(2016)

This now indicates further erosion of Green Belt now
enveloping the existing property ‘Esscroft’. No
justification exists for this ‘sprawl’ and dismisses the
contents of the finding of the Burley
Neighbourhood Plan
The variance and expansion of the site curtilage
overtime indicates an element of opportunistic
development, not wholly to the benefit of the
village structure and welfare
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6 Current Housing Growth
As part of the core strategy target of delivering new homes, BDMC and
Burley Parish Council have already approved the development of some
218 new homes in the village

SHLAA Site Number
(where applicable)
BU 007
BU 011
BU 003
n/a
n/a
n/a

Name
Malt Shovel
Greenholme Mill
Scalebor
Burley House
Bradford Road
Hill Top Garage

Total
In considering this planning application it needs to be recognised that
there are several other SHLAA sites and development opportunities in the
village that have not yet sought planning approval, but have made an
approach to the Parish Council and / or BDMC, and are likely to progress
development before 2030 (see explanatory notes over the page)
These locations would be preferable to a single large scale
development
Without the proposed development, Burley would expect to increase
its housing numbers to around 263 in the period up to 2030

SHLAA Site Number
(where applicable)
BU/013
BU/005

No of
homes
9
149
27
13
14
6
218

Name
Scalebor House
Banner Grange

No of
homes
27
18

Total

45

Total

263
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Notes:
Scalebor House (SHLAA BU/013): A site in the Greenbelt but a finger of land located between existing development and railway: minimum effect on green
belt.
Banner Grange, Bradford Road (SHLAA BU/005): A site in the green belt which would constitute infill. Part of the site being concealed by the natural contour
and the rear of the existing properties

Therefore including windfall development, the village is capable of supporting 263 new homes in the period up to 2030 dispersed throughout the village and in
so doing is compliant with Neighbourhood Plan consultation findings.
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7 Wharfedale Greenway
The Parish Council have been in partnership since 2013 with Pool, Menston and Otley Parish Councils, plus Bradford and Leeds District Councils to develop a
Wharfedale Greenway from Pool to Burley, with plans later on to extend to Ilkley and Addingham. The communities in these villages do not want to see the
scheme blocked by a new development and would seek undertakings from CEG to make the Greenway an integral part of the local eco-friendly connecting
infrastructure

7.1

Background

The Wharfedale Greenway is a proposed safe walking and cycling path that will link Burley with Otley and Ilkley with a traffic free route. Burley, Menston, Otley
and Pool councils are working with Sustrans to seek funding for the proposed route. Sustrans primary objective is to make it easier for people to ride, walk and
cycle providing traffic–free routes. Sustrans are custodians of the National Cycle Network (NCN), a series of safe, traffic-free paths and quiet on-road cycling
and walking routes that connect to every major town and city in the UK. Phase one of the Wharfedale Greenway project will provide a riding, walking and
cycle route between Otley and Burley. Otley, Ilkley and Burley have a flourishing cycling culture and have hosted the Tour de France and Tour de Yorkshire.
However, there are no facilities suitable for family cyclists, and local businesses are missing out on this strong potential market. Sustrans propose that the project
will form the first phase of a major tourist route linking York to the Yorkshire Dales.
In 2016, a series of studies undertaken by Leeds City Council identified a number of potential cycle facilities, but concluded that there are limited opportunities
for continuous linear cycle routes due to the hilly terrain of the region. However, the disused Arthington to Burley railway (closed in 1965) links Arthington to
Burley-in-Wharfedale via the Harrogate line, offering a unique opportunity to provide traffic-free cycling in the valley. Re-joining will provide: an easy link from
Pool (avoiding a major road), for which Otley is the main centre of services and schools; an easy link from Burley-in-Wharfedale to Otley which offers
alternative amenities to Ilkley; a link from Otley to the railway stations at Burley-in-Wharfedale and Menston; and, has the potential to provide a longer
greenway route from York to the Yorkshire Dales capable of generating a tangible increase in the local tourism economy
Public consultations and requests have highlighted a desire for more family-orientated facilities that can provide leisure opportunities and links to schools that
are suitable for novice and proficient cyclists alike, and provide a suitable commuter route to Ilkley and Otley
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7.2 Current status
Phase 1: Burley to Otley
To fund this work, an expression of
interest bid has been accepted by the
Rural Development Programme and a
full grant application for £1.9m is being
submitted. Leeds Cycling officers are
working on the grant application

Map 8 – Wharfedale Greenway
route: Burley to Otley
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Phase 2: Otley to Pool
The preferred route has now been adopted and the Sustrans team is working with Pool Parish Council and Otley Town Council on land ownership and
construction details. Land ownership details are currently being resolved and detailed construction specification prepared. A section of this is to be
constructed by the developer whose land it crosses

Phase 3: Link with Menston
Sustrans have commenced a detailed design
of a route for the Greenway Steering Group to
consider

Phase 4: Burley to Ilkley
Sustrans have prepared an appraisal of a
number of alternative routes. These are being
considered by Ilkley Parish Council who plan to
hold a public consultation for Ilkley residents on
the preferred route in June 2018. The route
through Burley is dictated by the existing
structure of public access land, and land
owned by Network Rail

Map 9 – Wharfedale Greenway
route: Burley to Ilkley
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One key concern for the proposed
route is to keep traffic away from the
A65. On leaving Burley, the proposed
route will follow the railway line

Map 10 – Wharfedale Greenway
route: Burley to Ilkley
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There are a couple of options under
consideration by Ilkley Town Council as
to how the Greenway will enter Ilkley

Map 10 – Wharfedale Greenway
route: Burley to Ilkley
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8 Roman Encampment
The submission from CEG states:
“This site provides a unique opportunity to create a distinctive
neighbourhood firmly rooted in its historic setting. The design enhances
and celebrates the site’s Roman legacy. By fully incorporating the camp
we have created a tangible vision for a development which delivers
substantial benefits to the wider community, now and in the future”
It is the opinion of the Parish Council that this whole area has not been
treated with any sympathy but purely used to maximise development.
It cannot be the case that development with associated underground
sewerage pipes, services etc. can be of benefit to an insufficiently
documented archaeological site. Previous excavations at similar sites
like this at Kintore in Aberdeenshire also initially found little evidence for
camp purpose during initial trenching, but on more detailed excavation
however rubbish pits, hearths and kilns were discovered allowing
valuable insights into the human activity of the area under Roman
occupation

Map 11 – Site of the Roman Camp
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This zone requires:








Full protection and isolation of the site to ensure
that the development free zone is not allowed to
merge into adjacent areas but is given its own
identity. The submitted details fail to offer requisite
importance to any of this.
Perimeter earthworks are presented as an
‘education tool’, the area should be isolated to
enable it to be identified as a whole without any
road intersections.
Provision made of identification details, ownership,
protection and maintenance of the site which is
compliant to its long-term enjoyment of residents.
The design requires revisiting in order to meet the
strategy outlined without its over-developed
enclosure and more connection with a wider
context of village residents.

Map 12 – Planned development
on top of the Roman Camp
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9 Proposed Nursing Home
The submission from CEG includes an outline proposal for a nursing home on the triangular site on Ilkley Road adjacent to the A65 roundabout.
Since BMDC refused to accept a similar proposal at the Greenholme Mill conversion we do not consider this a feasible proposal. Nursing home facilities
elsewhere in the village are well catered for.
No development on this part of the site should be permitted with the exception of Green Space and parking for West Terrance and General access to the
surrounding green space and projected bridge crossing of the river Wharfe
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10 Public Open Space
Public open space was identified as an issue during the Neighbourhood Plan consultations, and it was noted that there is a shortage of public open space to
the west of Station Road (see map 14). The proposed public open space (map 13) is insufficient to meet the needs of a community the size of Burley, and
reflects another example of the lack of green infrastructure.
With the continued expansion of the Burley Trojan Football
Club, the Parish Council has been requested to provide a full
size football pitch and a smaller 9 a side pitch. The proposed
development would be a good opportunity to address the
shortage of public open space by providing these additional
playing facilities.

Map 13 – Green open space proposed
as part of this development
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Map 14 clearly identifies the lack of facilities to the
west of Station Road. Also marked is the requested
link between Sun Lane and West Terrace that is not
included in the submission which is important to
maintain access between the southern slopes of the
moor and Leather Bank. This would create a link from
the moorland to the proposed footbridge crossing
and riverside walks

Map 14 – Existing public open space
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11 Emerging Village Car Parking Strategy
Car parking is a major issue in the village. The loss of off-street car parking for example at the Grange, in Station Road, and at The Lawn on Main Street,
coupled with a lack of enforcement where there are restrictions, has added to existing on street parking problems (source, Burley Neighbourhood Plan p21
s3.17)
Following the disproportionate development of the village over
the past 10 years, village centre parking has become a major
problem and concern to residents. It has become an issue
which now limits future growth. Following the approval of the
Neighbourhood Plan, the Parish Council is developing a long
term strategy for wider public consultation. The approach
embraces future development while acknowledging the
existing limitations. Of major concern are the areas off Ilkley
Road, Main Street, Station Road, Far Mead Croft, Iron Row, York
Road and Grange Road
Specifically proposed parking within the boundaries of the
proposed development is needed to ease congestion along
the western end of Ilkley Road / West Terrance where the
existing cap park is at capacity
Existing car parks maintained and managed by
the Parish Council
Proposed provision for additional car parking

Map 15 – Existing and proposed car parking
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Explanation of proposed provision for additional car parking:

1

Inclusion of parking in the potential development off Weston View and the A65. This will provide parking for St Mary’s Church and relief off Main Street

2

The Lawn provides off street parking for Main Street and relieves parking congestion around the Co-Op, Methodist Church and Hall, and York Road – a
parking black spot in the village

3

Parking on the recreation ground and future second 9-a-sdie football pitch are planned for this site for which no parking exists at present. This currently
affects York Road, Main Street and Iron Row

4

5

Parking for residents is currently restricted and additional provision will relieve Peel Place, North Parade and Main Street / West Terrace

Proposed parking at this location is desired to ease congestion along the western end of Ilkley Road / West Terrance where the existing car park is at
capacity. This will overcome some of the problem brought about by increased development
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12 A65 Improvement Plan
Considerable investigation work was undertaken in 1990/91 for A65 road improvements. Since this date the Burley by-pass has been built and there has been a
natural growth in traffic along this trunk road. Traffic from the proposed developments right along the Wharfe Valley outlined the in the Core Strategy will
further add to the traffic issues along the A65. An updated version of the Ministry of Transport plan (dated 22nd April 1991) is now required

No consideration has been given to the improvement and realignment of the A65 based on the proposals
made by the Ministry of Transport back in 1991. The anticipated traffic volumes from proposed developments in
Addingham, Ilkley, Burley and Menston mean that now is the time to improve this section of road – before this
specific housing development prohibits any alteration of the road layout
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Appendix
Appendix A - Appendix D1 Economic and Labour Market Factors of the CEG planning submission
APP_D1_SOCIO-ECO
NOMIC_APPENDICES-4653371.pdf
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Appendix B - Appeal Decision Ref: APP/W4705/W/15/3063781 Land at grid reference 415298 446591, Sun
Lane, Burley in Wharfedale Ilkley, West Yorkshire
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